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Ruthless river: love and survival by raft on the Amazon's relentless Madre de Dios / Holly FitzGerald
BPL New Arrivals 918.11.F576r
(Best New Survival books - Outside Magazine)

Icefall: Adventures at the Wild Edges of Our Dangerous, Changing Planet / John All and John Balzar
BPL New Arrivals 915.496.A416i
(Best New Survival books - Outside Magazine)

A speck in the sea: a story of survival and rescue / John Aldridge and Anthony Sosinski
BPL New Arrivals 613.69.A365s
(Best New Survival books - Outside Magazine)

Rescued from ISIS: the gripping true story of how a father saved his son / Dimitri Bontinck
BPL New Arrivals 956.054.B6448r

No barriers: a blind man's journey to kayak the Grand Canyon / Erik Weihenmayer and Buddy Levy
BPL New Arrivals 797.1224.W428n
The lost city of the Monkey God : a true story / Douglas Preston
BPL New Arrivals 972.85 .P926l

Venom doc : the edgiest, darkest, strangest natural history memoir ever / Bryan Grieg Fry
BPL New Arrivals 615.942 .F945v
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